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Abstract

Fluorescence fluctuation-based methods are non-invasive

microscopy tools especially suited for the study of dynamical

aspects of biological processes. These methods examine

spontaneous intensity fluctuations produced by fluorescent

molecules moving through the small, femtoliter-sized observa-

tion volume defined in confocal and multiphoton microscopes.

The quantitative analysis of the intensity trace provides infor-

mation on the processes producing the fluctuations that

include diffusion, binding interactions, chemical reactions and

photophysical phenomena. In this review, we present the

basic principles of the most widespread fluctuation-based

methods, discuss their implementation in standard confocal

microscopes and briefly revise some examples of their appli-

cations to address relevant questions in living cells. The ulti-

mate goal of these methods in the Cell Biology field is to

observe biomolecules as they move, interact with targets and

perform their biological action in the natural context. VC 2016

IUBMB Life, 69(1):8–15, 2017
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Introduction: A Long Trip From

Qualitative To Quantitative Microscopy
Fluorescence microscopy has evolved during the last years
changing the way we explore and understand cell function. Ini-
tially used to observe the distribution of cell components in fixed
specimens, microscopy now provides quantitative information
on biological processes with minimal perturbation.

Microscopy methodologies such as those based on fluores-
cence recovery after photobleaching (1,2), photoactivation (3),
single molecule/particle tracking (4,5) and fluorescence

correlation spectroscopy (FCS) constituted major innovations in
the Cell Biology field since they allowed exploring the motion of
biomolecules in systems of increasing complexity ranging from
solutions (6,7), artificial and natural biomembranes (8,9), live
cells (2,10,11) and organisms (12,13).

FCS was introduced more than 40 years ago (14) but it
was not until the 1990s with the advent of confocal microsco-
py, photon-counting detection and improved computational
power (15) that FCS could spread to various scientific fields.
The development of new technologies to label biomolecules in
situ (reviewed in Refs. 16 and 17) promoted the uses of FCS in
biological studies. FCS is especially well suited for these stud-
ies since it requires a low concentration of fluorescent mole-
cules and does not need synchronizing or perturbing the sys-
tem. This versatile method also provides high spatiotemporal
resolution. The spatial resolution typically reaches the optical
diffraction limit (�200 nm), although FCS with sub-diffraction
resolution has also been achieved (18,19). For processes in
live-cell systems the temporal resolution usually lies in the
microsecond to millisecond range, but faster, photophysical
phenomena taking place up to the nanosecond scale can be
studied by FCS (20).
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FCS has continually expanded, evolved and diversified into
numerous and different modalities (21); it is nowadays a pow-
erful and well-established biophysical tool which is routinely
used to obtain quantitative data on dynamical processes.

In this review, we describe the basics of FCS methods, pro-
vide general guidelines for setting up measurements in com-
mercial confocal microscopes and survey new FCS approaches.
Finally, we selected two major life sciences topics to illustrate
how this methodology provides fundamental information to
comprehend biological processes in vivo.

Theoretical Background: Detecting
Fluctuations From Single Molecules
In a classical single-point FCS experiment, the laser beam of a
confocal or multiphoton excitation microscope focuses to a
diffraction-limited volume within the sample. The fluorescence
intensity in the femtoliter-sized observation volume optically
defined in these microscopes (15,22,23) is collected as a func-
tion of time with high temporal resolution.

Let us consider a very simple system such as a solution of
fluorescently-labeled molecules (Fig. 1). The spontaneous motion
of the molecules through the observation volume introduces fluc-
tuations in the intensity trace. Qualitatively, the duration of the
fluctuations depends on how molecules move, e.g. slow-moving

molecules produce long-lasting fluctuations while fast molecules
introduce short fluctuations.

To extract quantitative information on both the mobility
and local concentration of fluorescent molecules, the intensity
trace should be examined with an adequate statistical analy-
sis. In the simplest case, the trace is evaluated calculating the
temporal autocorrelation function that quantifies the self-
similarity of the intensity trace at time t and after a lag time s:

GðsÞ5 hdIðtÞ � dIðt1sÞi
hIðtÞi2

(1)

where I(t) represents the fluorescence intensity at time t, the
brackets indicate average values over the time-course of the
experiment, and dI(t) 5 I(t) 2<I(t)> represents the fluorescence
fluctuation at a given time.

Then, the autocorrelation data can be analyzed using
functional forms for G(s) derived from the theoretical analysis
of the molecular mechanism assumed to be responsible for the
intensity fluctuations. This analysis also requires modeling the
observation volume defined by the microscope setup. We will
not describe the theory behind FCS modeling; excellent
reviews on this topic can be found elsewhere (23–25).

In the simple example showed in Figure 1 the data can be
fitted with the following equation that considers a confocal
setup and Brownian diffusion of the molecules (15):

Single-point FCS. (A) Schematic representation of the observation volume (light blue) and slow (red) or fast (green) moving

fluorescent molecules. (B) The movement of the molecules through the observation volume generates fluctuations in the inten-

sity trace. (C) Autocorrelation analysis of the intensity traces obtained for the slow and fast moving molecules. Slow-moving

molecules introduce longer-lived fluctuations and thus the autocorrelation function slowly decreases with s in comparison to

fast molecules. On the other hand, the amplitude of the autocorrelation function is inversely proportional to the number of fluo-

rescent molecules in the confocal volume, and therefore to the local concentration.

FIG 1
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where sD 5 xxy
2/4D is the characteristic diffusion time and

x 5 xz/xxy is the ratio of axial to radial e22 radii of the confocal
observation volume (Vobs 5 p3/2xxy

2xz (23)), and <N> is the
mean number of fluorescent particles in the observation
volume.

This procedure allows determining the diffusion coefficient
(D) of the molecules and the mean concentration of molecules
in the observation volume.

Intensity fluctuations arise from a wide variety of dynamical
processes including binding interactions, chemical reactions and
photophysical phenomena and thus FCS could potentially provide
phenomenological parameters characterizing these processes
(24,26). The analysis can also be complemented with Monte Carlo
simulations to explore the dynamics of even more complex pro-
cesses as those observed in living cells (27,28). Moreover, FCS
resolves populations of molecules following fluctuation-
generating processes in different temporal windows (29).

We should emphasize that FCS provides dynamical infor-
mation of either equilibrium or steady-state systems. In addi-
tion, the low concentration of fluorescent molecules (nM–lM
range, (30)) minimally perturbs the system. Both properties
make FCS an appealing technique for live cells studies.

A Toolkit For Single-Point FCS

Measurements
We will now provide general and very basic guidelines for the
experimental realization of single-point FCS in living cells. Fur-
ther details on the step-by-step procedures and instrumentation
required for FCS measurements can be found elsewhere (31,32).
Here, we focus on FCS measurements run in commercial confo-
cal microscopes equipped with photon-counting detectors since
this setup is nowadays a standard equipment in microscopy
facilities of many research institutes and universities.

The first step in every FCS experiment is calibrating the
observation volume. One of the simplest calibration protocols
consists on running a single-point FCS experiment in a sample
with known mobility properties such as a solution of a fluores-
cent probe of known diffusion coefficient (33). Equation (2) is
then fitted to the experimental autocorrelation curve holding
constant D to the known value to obtain xxy and x (31). An
alternative and independent calibration of the observation vol-
ume is to measure the intensity distribution of subresolution-
sized fluorescent particles (for details, Ref. (34)). More sophis-
ticated, calibration-free FCS methods based on optical setups
that produce two laser foci laterally shifted in a known dis-
tance were also used to measure diffusion coefficients (35,36).

FCS experiments in living cells/organisms require main-
taining the environmental properties that keep the sample in
good conditions during the measurements. It is highly recom-
mendable to use bright and photostable fluorescent probes to

improve the signal-to-noise ratio (37,38) and to check that the
background and cellular autofluorescence represent less than
10% of the total fluorescence (31) and do not present signifi-
cant correlation in the explored time-window. This statement
should not prevent users that might not have the choice to the
probe from using FCS; measurements with ordinary fluoro-
phores have also shown to provide valuable dynamical infor-
mation although with higher error.

The laser power should also be set as low as possible to
avoid photodamage and photobleaching but high enough to
register fluctuations with adequate signal-to-noise ratio (S/N).
Photobleaching may cause an overall reduction of the intensity
and introduce artifacts in the measurements since molecules
turn off before leaving the confocal volume. In this condition,
fluctuations become shorter (see for example, Ref. (39)) and
the correlation curve shifts to lower s values. To establish the
range of operational laser powers that preserves the time
scale of the correlation with high S/N, it is recommendable to
run calibration experiments varying the laser power (32).

Finally, the data acquisition frequency and total time of
the experiment are set using an initial estimation for the char-
acteristic time of the intensity fluctuations (tc). As a general
rule, the total duration of the FCS experiment should be 104 tc

to obtain a �1% precision on this parameter (23) whereas the
sampling time should be �2/3tc (40).

The autocorrelation curves obtained in single-point FCS
measurements in cells usually present dispersion due to inter
and/or intracellular variability (31). Thus, FCS normally
requires the analysis of numerous data sets before reaching to
a biological conclusion with statistical validity.

An Introduction To Advanced

FCS Modes
Initial single-point FCS experiments showed the great potential of
this relatively simple method to reveal hidden dynamical informa-
tion of living specimens. This enthusiasm triggered the idea of
extracting even more complex aspects of cellular organization
through the study of intensity fluctuations and led to major devel-
opments in the field (revised in Refs. (26), (41), and (42)).

One of the most interesting expansions of the original point-
FCS analysis consisted on measuring the correlation between inten-
sity traces registered simultaneously in two detectors of the micro-
scope set to collect fluorescence in different spectral windows (43).
Figure 2A considers the case of molecules labeled with spectrally
different fluorescent probes that associate forming a complex.
These associated molecules move together within the confocal
volume introducing simultaneous fluctuations in both channels. In
contrast, the intensity traces will not show any correlation when
molecules move independently from each other. The amount and
dynamics of the associated molecules can be extracted through the
analysis of the cross-correlation function defined as (32,44):
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Gab5
hdIaðtÞ � dIbðt1sÞi
hIaðtÞihIbðtÞi

(3)

where a and b refer to the different channels of the
microscope.

Generalizing, dual-color fluorescence cross-correlation
spectroscopy (FCCS) measures synchronicity between process-
es that introduce intensity fluctuations in different spectral
ranges. It allows recovering information regarding interactions
between molecules, kinetics of chemical reactions and colocal-
ization in sub-resolution compartments (45).

One of the main drawbacks of single-point FCS measurements
is that it only provides information of a diffraction-limited volume

of the sample. Several methods were developed to gain spatial
resolution including sampling multiple confocal spots simulta-
neously (35,46) and scanning the laser in circular orbits and lines
(see for example, Refs. 47–49). These last methods have the
advantage of their easy implementation in standard confocal or
multiphoton setups. In addition, the combination of microscopy
methods that confines the excitation to a thin z-section of the sam-
ple such as total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy,
TIRF (50) or single plane illumination microscopy, SPIM (51), with
fast and highly sensitive cameras allowed the simultaneous and
parallel collection of intensity traces at every pixel of the image.

These developments constitute the basis of temporal
imaging-FCS methods (see for example, Refs. 52–55). The cal-
culation of the temporal autocorrelation (Equation (1)) at every
pixel of the scanned region creates a map of dynamical infor-
mation (Fig. 2B). Temporal imaging-FCS is frequently used to

Advanced FCS modalities. (A) Dual-color fluores-

cence cross-correlation spectroscopy. Schematic rep-

resentation of the observation volume (light blue)

and molecules labeled with different-color fluores-

cent probes (red and green). Molecules forming a

complex move together through the observation vol-

ume generating simultaneous fluctuations in both

intensity traces and resulting in a positive cross-

correlation (CCFg-r). The time-decay of this function

provides information on the complex dynamics

whereas the autocorrelation function of each intensi-

ty trace (ACF) depends on the dynamics of the whole

population of either green or red-labeled molecules.

Fluctuations in both channels are independent from

each other when molecules do not interact resulting

in the absence of cross-correlation. (B) Imaging-FCS.

Schematic representation of a region of a cell

imaged in an optical z-sectioning microscopy setup.

The fluorescence intensity at every pixel within the

region of interest is collected as a function of time

and the autocorrelation function is calculated pixel-

by-pixel. This analysis generates maps of number of

molecules (N) and diffusion coefficients (D). In the

scheme, a high concentration of slower-migrating

molecules is observed in the nucleoplasm compared

to the cytoplasm. (C) Pair-correlation function analy-

sis. Schematic representation of cellular compart-

ments separated by impermeable (top panel) or

permeable (bottom panel) barriers. The confocal

microscope is set to repetitively scan the laser along

a line crossing both compartments. The intensity at

every pixel of the line is collected as a function of

time. In this particular example, the cross-correlation

(CCFa-b) is calculated between the positions schema-

tized in the figure, each one located in a different

compartment. The absence of cross-correlation indi-

cates that molecules cannot move between compart-

ments (top panel) whereas a positive cross-

correlation indicates communication between com-

partments and allows quantifying the characteristic

transit time from the left to the right compartment.

The ACF analysis at the selected positions provides

the dynamics and concentrations of molecules in the

compartments.

FIG 2
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study relatively slow-processes since the time resolution is lim-
ited by the acquisition frequency of the orbit, line or frame
depending on the method.

The capability of scanning the laser through the sample
opened the possibility of analyzing the correlation between
intensity signals measured at different pixels, and thus at dif-
ferent times (reviewed in Ref. (41)). The fundamental idea
behind spatiotemporal correlation methods is that molecules
located at a position pi can be observed at a position pi 1 dpi

after a lag time s. The probability of this event depends on
how molecules move and on the local environment.

Recently, Gratton et al. (56–58) described the pair correla-
tion function analysis (pCF). This method is based on repeti-
tively scanning the laser along a line and calculating the tem-
poral cross-correlation of fluorescence fluctuations between
pairs of pixels apart from each other in a distance selected by
the user (Fig. 2C). The amplitude and characteristic time of
this cross-correlation depends on the distance between pixels,
the motion properties of the molecules and the presence of
channels, obstacles, barriers and other architectural accidents
that may affect the molecule paths. pCF analysis can detect
sub-diffraction anisotropies in the microenvironment that
affect the molecules motion but are not necessary observable
in the image.

The raster image correlation spectroscopy (RICS) approach
(59) makes use of the temporal information hidden in images
acquired in laser-scanning microscopes. These images are in
fact generated by raster-scanning the laser through the sample
and collecting the intensity pixel-by-pixel. The pixel acquisition
time is normally in the microsecond time-scale whereas the line
is collected in milliseconds. RICS calculates a correlation matrix
that contains the information of the correlation of intensities
obtained between every pair of pixels, as a function of the dis-
tance between the pixels. The shape of the correlation matrix
depends on the molecules mobility in the observed area. This
methodology was used, for example, to measure the mobility of
a specific transcription factor in Arabidopsis roots (12).

A related method, spatiotemporal image correlation spec-
troscopy (STICS) (60), analyzes raster image series and corre-
lates intensity fluctuations observed at pixels of different images
as a function of the lag time between images. This methodology
can be used to detect and measure the magnitude and direction
of macromolecular flow in subregions of the sample. Wiseman
et al. exploited this method to map a5-integrin or a-actinin diffu-
sion and flow during cell migration (61).

Fluctuation-based methods can also be used to evaluate
formation of oligomers through the analysis of the intensity
distribution instead of the duration of the fluctuations. This
distribution depends on the number of fluctuating particles
and their molecular brightness (i.e. photons emitted/time).
Brightness is a key parameter to determine self-associated
species since it is expected to increase linearly with the num-
ber of fluorescently-tagged subunits. The number and bright-
ness (N&B) method developed by Gratton et al. (62) allows
recovering the brightness at every pixel of an image by the

simple calculation of the average intensity of a pixel and its
variance across an image stack. We have recently used this
method to map the oligomerization state of the glucocorticoid
receptor in living cells (63). The main drawback of N&B is its
inability to resolve different self-associated species within the
observation volume and thus it only provides a weighted mean
brightness of the species. Methods based on the analysis of the
whole intensity distribution (PCH and FIDA methods (64,65)),
and on the calculation of high-order moments of fluorescence
fluctuations (66,67) have been proposed to resolve oligomeric
species. N&B and PCH two-color versions were also developed
for the analysis of heterocomplexes (68,69).

A Dynamic View of Biological

Membranes
FCS in combination with advanced fluorescence microscopy
methods provided fundamental evidences that enriched the
original fluid-mosaic model proposed for the organization of
biological membranes (reviewed in Ref. 70). We now know
that interactions between membrane components segregate
relatively transient or more stable structures that play relevant
roles in signaling (71,72), membrane trafficking (73,74), and
viral infection cycles (75–77). Here we selected some founda-
tional FCS works that contributed to set the basis for modern
concepts on membrane organization (reviewed in Ref. 78).

Initial works in the area applied single-point FCS method-
ologies to quantify the mobility of fluorescent lipids or proteins
in synthetic systems such as giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs)
or supported lipid bilayers (reviewed in Ref. (79)). These works
showed that lipid bilayers may present domains with different
dynamical organization, depending on their composition (80).
Further works focused on analyzing heterogeneities on natural
membranes. Ruan et al. (49) made use of scanning-FCS to
quantify the mobility of a membrane protein in GUVs assem-
bled from natural membranes; the scanning approach allowed
locating the membrane and correct from its natural motion.
The development of FCS methods specifically designed for
measuring dynamics in membranes (46) extended these stud-
ies to living cells (see, for example Ref. 81). One of the aims in
the area was to observe lipid rafts since these small and highly
dynamic structures were proposed to be fundamental for sev-
eral membrane-related biological processes (70) and their
observation remained elusive due to their small size in relation
to the optical resolution (82).

To overcome this limitation, Sanchez et al. (9) used the
fluorescent probe Laurdan that senses the polarity of its
microenvironment through spectral shifts in the emission and
thus it reports on the local packing of the membrane. By
studying simultaneous intensity fluctuations of Laurdan in two
different spectral windows, these authors detected membrane
microdomains sizing 20 to 300 nm with the characteristic high
lipid packing proposed for lipid rafts.
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More recently, single-point and scanning FCS methodolo-
gies were combined with STED (stimulated emission depletion)
microscopy to obtain subdiffraction information on membrane
heterogeneities (83–85). These works revealed that fluorescent
raft markers present transient interactions with regions
smaller than 80 nm, sizes compatible with those proposed for
lipid rafts.

Dynamical Organization of The Nucleus

Through Fluctuations Techniques
The puzzling organization of the nucleus into functional com-
partments with no physical barriers separating them from the
nucleoplasm raised key questions regarding how molecules
move and reach their specific nuclear targets during relevant
processes such as transcription, replication and repair
(86–88).

Fluorescence fluctuation approaches permitted exploring
how biomolecules move within this intricate compartment
with unprecedented resolution. These methods showed that
the nuclear milieu behaves as a heterogeneous multiscale
porous medium with randomly distributed obstacles that con-
strain the diffusion of molecules (58,89,90) reinforcing the idea
that nuclear crowding induces volume exclusion and affects
the diffusion and speed of chemical reactions (91).

FCS was also well-suited to study protein-chromatin inter-
actions in situ since binding to relatively immobile targets
introduces a delay on the protein diffusion detectable through
fluctuations techniques (89,92–94). In simple cases, the FCS
analysis provides quantitative information regarding the frac-
tions of molecules engaged in interactions and the dwell time
on the targets (95). This methodology was employed to explore
the dynamics of transcription-related proteins in cultured cells
and allowed determining interactions in the millisecond to sec-
ond time scale (for example, Refs. 92,94,95). We have recently
combined the use of photoactivatable fluorescent probes with
single-point FCS to quantify the dynamics of transcription fac-
tors in developing mouse early embryos (13). This methodolo-
gy showed that transcription factors relevant to early-
development are engaged in short- and long-lived interactions
with DNA. Moreover, we found variations on DNA-Sox2 inter-
actions among blastomeres of the four-cell embryo that are
modulated by DNA accessibility and correlate with the cell fate
of the progeny.

Spatiotemporal correlation methods are powerful tools to
investigate exchange of biomolecules between cellular com-
partments and were then used to explore the receptor-
mediated bidirectional transport of proteins through nuclear
pores (56,96,97). One of the problems in these studies is the
natural motion of the pore complex within the nuclear mem-
brane. Cardarelli et al. (56) combined pCF analysis with a
tracking technique that allows the real time positioning of the
center of the scanned orbit on top of a single nuclear pore
complex (98). Based on their pCF analysis at the pore, these

authors proposed that molecular transport through the nucle-
ar pore complex can be powered, at least in part, by the
directed motion of specific nucleoporins.

Conclusions
Years of research and applications of fluorescence fluctuations
methodologies in chemistry, physics, biology, biophysics, and
biotechnology have turned FCS into a well-established and
almost routine microscopy method. The combination of advan-
ces in imaging techniques, detectors technology and computa-
tional power are pushing the limits on what we can see and
study through FCS. The observation of molecules as they move
in whole organisms such as plants (12), mouse (13), and
zebrafish (99,100) embryos are just some examples on the
exquisite dynamical information that FCS provides and on the
future direction of this technology in the Cell Biology field.

The aim of this review was to present the recent advances
in FCS and related techniques to a broad biological communi-
ty, focusing on questions of general interest. We also wanted
to provide a guide to these techniques to make them more
accessible to a large number of researchers. In this direction,
we have provided two examples in different fields to illustrate
the potentiality of this methodology.

We envision a promising future where a growing number
of novel fluctuation-based tools in combination with new
microscopy methods will help us to achieve the ultimate goal
of mapping the dynamics and interactions of biomolecules in
situ.
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